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North Korea Declares War 
on the US 
By: James Lau 

Have you heard that North Korea declared war on the          
U.S? On July 28, North Korea declared war on the U.S for            
crossing a red line. The U.S had put some submarines in           
the South Korean ports. The U.S are allies with the          
country below North Korea, South Korea. After North        
Korea declared war, they tested their nuclear warheads        
a few days later. In response, the U.S placed bomber          
planes near North Korea 

USA Today stated that Han Song Ryol said that “The          
United States has crossed the red line in our         
showdown.We regard this thrice-cursed crime as a       
declaration of war.” CNN stated that ¨A day after the U.S.           
announcement, North Korea lashed out, calling the       
move an ‘open declaration of war against DPRK’ and         
‘The worst crime that can never be pardoned,’        
according to KCNA.¨  Continued on page 2 

Iphone 7 and 7 Plus Review 
By: Henilieta Lauti 

From the first and original iPhone, Apple kept the flow          
going. Apple released the new iPhone 7 and 7 Plus          
September 16th. If you are interested in learning about         
all the new and improved features and updates on the          
new iPhone 7 and 7 plus, then keep reading! Soon          
enough, these phones are going to be so big, mostly          
everyone will have one. But, would you buy it? You will           
soon find out...  

One of the new features on the iPhone 7 is it’s new            
camera. It is even bigger than the last iPhone camera, so           
people will be able to take really good photos that are           
crisp and clear. The iPhone 7 Plus has two cameras, so           
the photos will be more luminous and professional        
looking. Another new thing about the iPhone 7 and 7          
Plus is that there is no headphone jack. New York Times           
states that, “While it is irritating not to have an audio           
jack Apple nixed the 3.5 millimeter port to make room          
for faster chips, better batteries. This also makes the         
iPhone water-resistant…” The new iPhones are water       

resistant for up to 30 minutes, which is another upgrade          
to this phone. There are even more upgrades to this          
new phone. Cnet states that, “A faster processor, plus         
there is better battery life. There is also more onboard          
storage than last year's models, for the same price.” The          
new iPhone has the new apple operating system, ios 10,          
and has more battery life, and is likely to be the same            
price as the iPhone 6. One more huge new features that           
Apple came up with is the , new ear buds which are            
bluetooth, and don’t have a cord.This is because the         
absence of a headphone jack.These new earbuds are        
super expensive though. Another new feature is on the         
home button. It is just solid now, and you can’t push it            
down.This means that it’s just a virtual button. One last          
thing that Apple has added to their line of new phones is            
a different color called jet-black. This is a shinier         
version of the original black. Although, the downside        
would be it would get scratch marks easier. Continued         
on page 2 

 
The Iphone 7 and 7 plus. 
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North Korea Declares War 
on the US Continued  
By: James Lau 

(Continued from page 1) I asked a few students what          
they thought about North Korea declaring war on the         
US. I asked them who they thought would win if North           
Korea and the US went to war. One anonymous student          
said that, “The U.S would win because they take         
everything really seriously.” I asked another      
anonymous source how they felt about North Korea        
testing there missiles. They responded, “It's fine with        
me as long as the missiles don't hit a country when           
they're testing them.”  

North Korea declared war on the U.S in July. They tested           
missiles a few days later after they declared war. Some          
believe that if the U.S and North Korea went to war, the            
U.S would win. What do you think?  

iPhone 7 and 7 Plus Review 
Continued 
By: Henilieta Lauti  

(Continued from page 1) The first person I conducted         
an interview with was Janine Moa a therapist and         
specialist here at Bret Harte. I asked her if she thought           
that the iPhone 7 and 7 plus can help our world be a             
better place she responded, “Yes because I'm an iPhone         
owner, and I can just imagine the possibilities on how it           
can help the world. One, the iPhone 7 may boost the           
economy and save the world. And two, the iPhone 7 has           
apps that help the world like global warming, but I'm          
sure other phones can access these apps too. I too agree           
with this statement, because although this is just a         
phone, it’s fast technology can do things that other         
smartphones aren’t capable of doing. For example, it is a          
majorly fast phone and has a bunch of new updates          
especially in the app store.  
 

I asked Fahina Lauti, a previous Bret Harte student         
whether she thought these new updates and features        
are convenient, she replied that, “I feel that the iPhone 7           
and 7 pluses new updates and features are convenient,         

because of my own personal experiences with iPhones. I         
love iPhones and they are a wonderful part of modern          
technology. With the iPhone 7 coming out with the new          
and improved camera, the fact that it’s water resistant,         
and how it has a longer battery life ever than any           
iphone is awesome. This is all convenient to a person,          
like me, who will use this technology in the future.” I           
agree with this opinion too, and think that most people          
are going to love what Apple did with the new iPhone 7            
and 7 plus.  
 

After reading this, does it make you think about buying          
a new iPhone 7 or 7 Plus? I know this is a huge step to               
today’s modern technology. I also know that all these         
new updates and features are going to make a         
wonderful new iPhone. With a phone being waterproof,        
faster, having longer battery use, a solid button, a new          
color phone, and all the updates to the app store, I           
predict that people will have the urge to purchase the          
new iPhone really fast. But some of the negatives could          
be how there is no headphone jack or how the color jet            
black get scratches easily. This is really the time to ask           
is it worth the buy? I hope you you’re excited for this            
new phone because I know I am.  

 
The iphone 7 and some bluetooth earbuds 
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R.I.P. Bees 
By Andrew Diep 

On September 8th, 2016, millions of bees died from a          
spray that was aimed to destroy the Zika virus. It was           
just one normal day when a plane flew by and sprayed           
this concoction. It was sprayed while the bees were         
collecting honey. Many beekeepers lost the beehives.       
According to CNN they interviewed a beekeeper who        
lost 46 beehives.  

A 3 pound beehive costs around 89 dollars according to          
the Walter T. Kelley Company. If all the beehives that          
the beekeepers owned weighed around three pounds       
each, it would add up to a cost of about $4100.           
Arcamax.com says a beehive has between 20,000 to        
60,000 bees. If you multiply 20,000 bees by 46 hives,          
that equals $920,000. This is the lowest it can add up to            
the highest is around $2,760,000. 

I asked Derrick, a student at Bret Harte, about what he           
thought about the Zika spray. He replied that, “I don’t          
think the Zika spray was good, because it killed a lot of            
bees”. Another person I interviewed was Eduardo, a        
student in high school, and he said, “I don’t really care”.           
If all the bees died in the world we would all die.            
According to Elitedaily.com, “One third of our global        
food supply is pollinated by bees.” We should be         
thanking the bees for doing their job, not killing them. 

In conclusion, people do not like the spray that killed          
millions of bees. We would not have plants, fruits, or          
animals if it wasn’t for bees. The bees pollinate the          
plants which feed the animals, who feed us. The plants          
make the world breathable. The bees are the center of          
the ecosystem. Let them live! 

What the Grocery Tax 
Actually Is  
By Zachary Ebel 

I am sure a lot of you have seen the ad that talks about              
how the new Grocery Tax will affect grocery stores and          
businesses. It turns out that those ad’s are funded by the           
American Beverage Association of California. According      
to NPR News, the soda tax in Philadelphia is $0.03 per           
ounce of soda.I’m guessing that the grocery tax that will          
fall upon the Bay Area, and will be the same as berkeley            

which is 1 cent per ounce of soda. Basicly, a 20 oz. bottle             
of soda that would usually cost $0.99 would now cost          
$1.19. This tax is supposed to help cut down on diabetes           
and obesity. The grocery tax ad’s are trying to trick you           
into thinking that it's a tax on all groceries, not only           
soda.  

In the U.S, around 35.7% of the population is obese or           
overweight. Being overweight can lead to a lot of health          
problems like diabetes and heart diseases. There are        
already a couple of countries that have passed on this          
soda tax. Some of these countries include, France,        
Denmark, Mexico, and Norway. Now France’s obese       
population is just 11.3%. 

I asked some people two different questions about the         
new grocery tax. I first asked a person who wishes to           
stay anonymous, what they think Measure HH (Grocery        
Tax) is. they replied, “I think the grocery tax is actually a            
tax on soda, and I think it's a good thing because it will             
help cut down on obesity.” I then asked them how they           
thinks it will affect their life, he said that, “It won’t affect            
me because I don’t buy soda, I only drink it at parties            
and stuff.” I then interviewed the owner of natural foods          
on MacArthur Blvd. When I asked him what the grocery          
tax is, he said “I don’t really know because all these ads            
are confusing me, and I don’t know which claims are          
true.” I then asked him how this tax would affect his           
business, and he replied that, “From what I’ve heard it          
doesn’t sound like a good thing for my business, and I           
feel like the government taxes us too much.”  

Coca Cola and Pepsi have already spent $747,267 for         
ads to say no to the grocery tax. People that support           
them have only spent $23,297 which is only 3% of what           
the big soda companies have spent on ads. The extra          
money spent on soda will go towards public-health        
programs to educate people on how to live healthy.         
Don’t get fooled by these ads that are funded by the           
American Beverage Association, do your research and       
make the right choice.  
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Rhino Poachers, Get a Life 
By Eleanor Sellman 

One of the world’s most prehistoric but endangered        
animals, the rhinoceros, is now heading towards       
extinction. There are five main species of rhino,        
although several subspecies of rhino are found in        
particular environments. Two subspecies include the      
southern white rhino and the southern black rhino.        
These rhinos are found in Southern Africa (South Africa,         
Zimbabwe, Kenya, Uganda and Namibia). Unfortunately,      
these poor animals are being poached for their beautiful         
horns. Poaching is when people kill animals for some         
part of the animal. Poachingfacts.com states that, “There        
are estimated to be roughly 20,700 southern white        
rhinos and 4,885 black rhinos in Africa, including their         
subspecies.” This problem has grown tremendously in       
the last ten years to the point where 1,215 rhinos were           
poached in Africa in 2014.  

Rhinos are poached primarily for their horns, because        
their horns are valued in China as a cure to many           
illnesses. Savetherhino.org claims, “In recent years      
rhino numbers have dropped dramatically due to       
poaching for their horns which are prized in Asian         
countries.” Poachers take the horns to Asia where the         
horn is turned into shavings. The horns are worth a          
whopping 60K per pound on the black market, so         
poachers can make a huge profit from just one horn.          
This extra money is good for the poachers because         
poaching a rhino is extremely difficult. The poachers        
must target the rhino, then try and successfully shoot it.          
After this is done, the poacher must remove the horn.          
Horribly, the horns are sawed off, and even worse         
chopped off with an axe or cut off with a machete. When            
the horn is sawed off, the saw usually doesn’t cut into           
the skull. But sadly, when poachers use an axe or a           
machete, it digs into the skull leaving the rhinos near          
death. Few rhinos ever recover from this tragic        
procedure. Kruger National Park safari guide Wikus       
Potgieter, has seen this act firsthand. He exclaimed,        
“The poachers shot the rhino in the spinal cord,         
paralyzing it.. then while still alive, hacked both horns         
from it’s face.” Potgieter has worked in several reserves         
throughout South Africa. He noted that it is getting a lot           
harder to find rhinos on game drives.  

In 2007, only 13 rhinos died from being poached. The          
numbers then grew to 1,215 rhinos in 2014. That means          

that the number of rhinos poached in that year grew by           
1,202. People have tried several different ways to        
prevent, and stop, rhino poaching in South Africa. Only         
recently has any of the ideas started to work.         
Conservationists are working in South African safari       
parks to remove the horns of rhinos. They use a          
chainsaw and saw both of the horns off. This is done so            
the rhinos will look less appealing to poachers who         
want their big horns. There is controversy if this         
method should be used or not. Some people believe that          
this isn’t a good idea because they believe that         
dehorning could affect the rhinos behavior and       
reproductive system,. However, this method has not yet        
been stopped. Questioning of this interesting method       
does make sense though, because while it probably does         
affect how many poachers hunt rhinos, rhinos deserve        
to keep their most beautiful features. 

Rhino poaching in Southern africa is a huge problem for          
the southern white and black rhinos, but another rhino         
subspecies in Africa is even more critically endangered.        
The northern white rhino has been poached all the way          
down to three remaining rhinos. There is one bull         
(male) who is no longer able to breed, as well as two            
females who aren’t able to breed either. The rhinos are          
living at the Ol Pejeta Conservancy, surrounded by        
round the clock guards since they are so precious.         
Unfortunately, this means that the subspecies of       
northern white rhino is unable to be saved. That is why           
we need to save the southern white and black rhinos.          
These southern rhinos could be the world’s last hope         
for a steady rhino population. Kara Dekernion, a teacher         
who used to teach in Namibia, states that, “When I lived           
in Namibia, the rhinos were dying because of poachers         
and the drought.” This shows that the rhinos are pretty          
much dying for the same reason all over Africa. It also           
shows that the rhinos can be killed from droughts,         
which are reoccuring in Africa. If the rhinos get wiped          
out in one country then the rhinos will probably just          
drop dead in all of the countries, like dominoes.         
Continued on page 8 
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90%  of the Rainforests Are 
Gone  
By: Madeline Rafferty 

What’s with all of the fuss about Palm oil Production? 

Palm oil is a kind of vegetable oil, found in 60% of our 

supermarkets aisles. Many big companies use palm oil 

because it is cheap substitute for vegetable oil that makes 

the consistency of the product right. Coconut or Canola oil, 

also helps the consistency of the product, but it is more 

expensive. 

 

Palm oil production effects the Rainforest severely.       
About 90% of the Rainforest has been destroyed by         
Palm oil production. After the forests are cleared, the         
plantations are planted. Some people might ask what        
the difference is between sustainable and unsustainable       
palm oil? Sustainable palm oil is planted in the         
rainforests grasslands, and unsustainable palm oil is       
planted in the place of the forest so they have to cut            
down the forest to plant the plantations. Many species         
are disappearing because we are destroying their       
habitats. Some animals that Palm oil Production is        
affecting is Tigers, Orangutans, Birds, and many more.        
Panda.org, a Palm oil awareness website states that        
“The major drawback of palm oil plantations is that         
they are developed in low lying, wet, tropical areas –          
exactly where rainforests grow, and endangered      
species such as orangutan and tigers once thrived.” This         
explains that palm oil is planted right where tigers and          
orangutans are living. It is very inconvenient, especially        
for tigers, because they are already dying from        
poaching. Michelle Desilets, a palm oil production       
specialist for forests4orangutans.org states that “The      
responsibility for addressing the issues surrounding      
palm oil lie with all of us: consumers, industry,         
government, NGOs etc.” This means that if everyone        
spreads awareness about the effect of Palm oil        
Production, maybe it would finally stop. Tfa2020.org       
states that “Preserving and restoring forests is critical        
to averting the most dangerous climate change and        
achieving global goals. According to the latest IPCC        
report, about 10% of global greenhouse gas emissions        
are tied to deforestation; with up to 20% of all the           
abatement potential identified in the land-use sector.”       
This relates to climate change, because when the forests         
are cut down, it releases carbon dioxide into the         
atmosphere which speeds up global warming. 

I interviewed two people. One who somewhat knows        
about the problem, and one who does not know much          
about it. First, I interviewed my Mom. The first question          
I asked her was what her thoughts were about palm oil.           
She replied, “I didn’t really know much about it at first           
but then when you told me about it, I did some research,            
and now I know how bad it actually is. Now I always            
look for the sustainable certification before I buy        
something with palm oil” I then asked her, how she          
thought palm oil production will stop. She replied, “I         
think if everyone would spread awareness about the        
problem with it, and there was commercials and ads on          
magazines, people would start to backfire on those        
companies that use unsustainable palm oil, which       
would make them stop using unsustainable palm oil,        
and switch to sustainable palm oil.” I also interviewed         
my best friends mom, and asked her the same         
questions. She said, “Palm oil is used in many food          
products, and cosmetics. It is known for it’s        
moisturizing properties.” She then said “If I buy        
anything with palm oil in it, I always look for a           
sustainable certification. I think that if the community,        
and sustainable palm oil companies would spread       
awareness about the effect of unsustainable palm oil,        
people would get a better understanding of the impact         
it creates.” 

In conclusion, this article was about how bad        
unsustainable palm oil production actually is. Also,       
sustainable palm oil is much better for the environment.         
This article was also about spreading awareness about        
palm oil. Lastly, it was about helping people have a          
better understanding about the affect to rainforests and        
rainforest life. 
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Fighting to be Visible: 
Whitewashing Throughout 
Hollywood 
By: Alyssa Street  

The term whitewashing is something most people aren’t        
very familiar with, but in the film industry, is turning          
into a huge controversy. Whitewashing is when white        
actors or actresses play the roles of people of color as           
voice-over characters or using blackface and yellowface.       
This is happening instead of people from the correct         
backgrounds. A long time ago in Hollywood,       
whitewashing was very exaggerated and cartoonish,      
and was considered racist. You would probably be        
surprised about how often whitewashing is still       
happening in current day life.  

The etymology of the word whitewashing comes from        
ancient times when the people used limestone paste to         
paint over any blemishes in the walls or other stone          
materials. Nowadays, whitewashing is used in a much        
different but quite similar sense. Right now       
whitewashing has to do with racism and how people of          
color are represented and appreciated in the media.        
Wikipedia stated in their article Whitewashing In Film        
that,“That’s the argument that directors and casting       
directors make, but a lot of times ethnic actors will tell           
us that when they say we're just choosing the best actor,           
they mean we're choosing our friends, or people we're         
used to.” This is being demonstrated a lot in current day           
life, especially in movies. For example, the new movie         
“Kubo and the Two Strings” tells a story about an          
unusual Japanese family, while almost the whole cast is         
made up of white actors. Although there are a few          
actors who are Asian and of Asian roots, those actors          
play the roles of only secondary characters. Amanda        
Scherker in her article in the Huffington Post,        
Whitewashing Was One Of Hollywood’s Worst Habits.       
So Why Is It Still Happening? stated that, “Some films          
take the approach of ignoring a character’s real-life        
backstory, essentially uncomplicating the movie’s plot      
by making the character white.” What she is saying is          
that whitewashing is limiting people of colors’       
opportunities because minorities aren’t considered     
great actors. Caucasian actors are just more familiar to         
the media and in the film industries so they are just           
repeatedly cast into new opportunities even if the roles         
aren’t right for them. Bret Harte Humanities (English        
and History) teacher Mr. Foreman believes that,       

“Characters should be portrayed as they are created.”        
Many films have changed the original story to enable         
white actors to seize the opportunity to be in yet          
another movie or TV show. Continued on page 7 

Where Does Your Meat And 
Eggs Come From? 
By Ava  Adams 

What are factory farms? Factory farms are inhumane        
animal farms where animals are kept in very small and          
confined spaces. These small spaces are filled with a         
large amount of animals in them. Many don't realize         
that this a very inhumane way companies produce meat         
and eggs. The animals are given hormones to make         
them grow faster and fatter. Factory farms produce lots         
of waste, and they pollute our earth. The animals are          
also exposed to illnesses and viruses such as E. coli,          
which can affect our health. Factory farming is a         
horrible thing and should definitely be stopped. E. coli is          
a virus that most factory farm animals have, but over          
time the virus can spread to other foods. E. coli is a form             
of food poisoning. Stats show that 69% of E. coli is           
found in foods. Also E. coli is very hazardous to our           
health, and factory farms are what started it.  

I interviewed Sabine Tucker who has a Masters degree         
in environmental management.. She is very passionate       
about animal rights. When she explained what she        
thought about factory farms, Sabine mentioned that she        
thinks factory farms are, “inhumane and unsustainable       
practice”. I asked her, what are you, as an individual,          
doing to help stop factory farms? She responded with, “I          
do not do anything to stop these problems, but I believe           
I influence the industries by making thoughtful choices        
on where I purchase meat products.” She also stated         
that she only purchases meat from companies with a         
certified standard for humane treatment of animals.       
Continued on page to 7 
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Fighting to be Visible: 
Whitewashing Throughout 
Hollywood 
By: Alyssa Street 

(Continued from page 6) This means that minorities        
should be the people to play these kinds of characters          
because they have a more in depth understanding of the          
character since they are from the same background.        
They probably also have heard stories that have to do          
with these characters. 

The way we view history is changing whenever a white          
person replaces a person of color because, the way we          
perceive this historical figure changes into a caucasian        
person. Bob Frazier, a former LA native and local         
musician informed me that, “In movies it's been        
happening since the 1930’s when Roosevelt and MGM        
made movies and charged very little, but the movies         
they were making were based towards white actors,        
and black people were demeaned.” Also, the state of         
Texas is now instituting a new curriculum that is         
completely whitewashing history. The Washington Post      
in their article How Texas is Whitewashing Civil War         
History stated that, “The Lone Star State’s new social         
studies textbooks, deliberately written to play down       
slavery’s role in Southern history, do not threaten only         
Texans — they pose a danger to schoolchildren all over          
the country.” Enslaving people of color is no longer a big           
deal and is considered a side issue for the children of           
Texas. This means that not only is slavery considered a          
side topic, but the school children are no longer learning          
about enslavement, and are only receiving education       
from a white person's point of view.  

To conclude, whitewashing is not something to be        
ignored. People of color are being partly erased from         
the media. Also, our perception of history is being         
changed because of a historical figure from an ethnic         
person to a white person or having a person of color           
portrayed by a caucasian actor. Can you imagine being         
so underrated in the media? Opportunities for actors of         
color are being shaved down because of how many         
white actors are cast into roles instead of the         
non-caucasian people. In general, whitewashing just      
isn’t a good thing and should be  be eliminated.  

 

Where Does Your Meat And     
Eggs Come From? Continued 

By Ava Adams 

(Continued from page 6) One other question I asked         
was, what she thought that other people should do to          
help stop this problem? Sabine said she thinks people         
could, “Call their local political representative and ask        
them to support laws that represent ethical, sustainable        
and humane animal farming practices.” A website called        
PETA has the same idea as Sabine, in one part of their            
website they stated that, “ Animals are crammed by the          
thousands into filthy, windowless sheds and stuffed into        
wire cages, metal crates, and other torturous devices.”.        
Both Sabine and PETA believe that factory farms treat         
the animals in them horribly.  

I also interviewed a local farmer who grows all of his           
own food and animals named Mack Ellis. Mack feels         
that factory farming is “Just one example of how we          
have lost touch with the reality of everyday life”. Mack          
says he started out with 1 acre of land that he used as a              
garden. When he succeeded in keeping the deer out of          
his farm, he moved on to raising his own livestock. Mack           
chose to raise his own livestock because he knows what          
the animals are being fed and how they are being          
treated, unlike factory farms where you don’t know        
much of anything about the care and treatment of the          
animals. Mack mentioned in the interview that, “ We         
don't know where the majority of our food comes from,          
how it was grown, what it ate, and how it was treated.”            
He always wanted to raise his own livestock and get          
away from factory farms. Mack also mentioned that he         
was a vegetarian for 7 years of his life. He said he            
decided that the liked meat too much, so he wanted to           
grow all of his own food. That's how his farm life           
started.  

Factory farms are bad to the animals, and they impact          
the consumers and the environment greatly. Many       
people are trying to help just by doing simple things,          
such as being aware of where they purchase their meat.          
What will you do to help? 
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New Rules at Bret Harte: 
What Does Bret Hart Think? 
By: Jake Chao 

Here at Bret Harte, there are a lot of new rules and            
things we are doing this year that have changed from          
last year. One of the new things here at Bret Harte is we             
now have 7 class periods. In these 7 periods, your          
classes would be Science, Math, PE (or dance), English,         
History, and an elective (Art, Spanish, Drama, Choir,        
Design and Technology, Computer science, or      
Journalism.). Those subjects would add up to 6 class         
periods, just like last year. With the extra class period,          
you could either have an extra Math class, an extra          
English class, or an extra elective. Another new thing         
here at Bret Harte are 3 minute passing periods. Last          
year we had 5 minute passing periods. With new rules          
at Bret Harte there will always be people that don’t          
agree, and then there will be people who will agree with           
them. I, this article, i’m going to ask different people          
their opinion on the new rules. 

A lot of people love the 7 class periods, but a lot of             
people hate it, too. I asked a fellow classmate, Svein          
Quintos, if he liked or hated the 7 class periods. He said            
that, “I don't like the 7 periods, 6 periods were better.” I            
asked him why he felt this way and he told me that, “I             
like 6 periods more because it’s only 6 grades.” I also           
decided to ask 10 other students if they liked or disliked           
the 7 class periods. 6 voted no, while 4 voted yes. One            
thing I noticed, was that people with 2 electives liked 7           
class periods, while people with an extra Math or         
English class disliked the 7 class periods. 

Bret Harte also has 3 minute passing periods, and the          
majority of Bret Harte does not like them I asked Svein           
Quintos, how he felt about the 3 minute passing periods,          
he didn’t like them because, “ it makes me more late.” I            
also asked other people if they liked the 3 minute          
passing periods. 10 out of 10 people said they disliked          
three minute passing periods.  

From what I’ve heard it seems it like the majority of           
people definitely dislike the 3 minute passing periods.        
When I asked all of the people, almost all of them said it             
just isn’t enough time to use the bathroom or drink          
water. Plus, a lot of the time it’s hard to get to class             

without doing any of those things. When it comes to the           
new 7 class periods, I would say it's pretty split. 6           
people don’t like and 4 people do enjoy the it. What do            
you think? 

Rhino Poachers, Get a Life 
By: Eleanor Sellman 

(Continued from page 4) Obviously, anti-poaching      
security guards are trying to catch poachers the best         
that they can as well. South Africa safari guide Luke          
Sutherland stated that, “ Anti poaching units can have         
motorcycles, jeeps, atvs and even helicopters.” While       
this guarding system has worked for many cases,        
sometimes the security guards cannot get there in time.         
They try very hard to reach the rhinos once poachers          
have been spotted, however the poachers can be really         
quick. Sutherland also expressed that, “ They work        
through the night to catch poachers.” Of course the         
system works well, but the dilemma needs to be         
prevented, not stopped once seen.  

Numerous people don’t actually know about rhino       
poaching. Other people just don't care. So how do we          
make these people care? Well, there are many different         
ways to raise money and donate to organizations who         
are trying to prevent rhino poaching. Some websites        
allow you to “adopt a rhino,” which means you donate a           
certain amount of money per month towards saving a         
particular rhino. Other websites encourage people to       
collect money throughout a community, and then       
donate it all at once. There are many different ways to           
show people that saving the rhinos is important. The         
more money that is donated to people who are capable          
of stopping rhino poaching, the better. 

We should all pitch in to save the rhinos! Both white           
and black rhinos deserve to keep living in peace. These          
gorgeous and prehistoric animals are at risk of leaving         
the planet, could you imagine if people were getting         
killed for their hair, and then left to die? That’s what the            
rhinos have to experience. If everybody learns about        
this problem then we can educate others, and together         
we save the rhinos!  
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Time For a Death Battle! 
By: Micah Logan Jones 

Screwattack, a Youtube channel, presents Death Battle.       
Death Battle is a show on Youtube that was made in           
2010, and is focused on battles between current        
characters from shows and video games. The host of         
this awesome show is Wizard (Ben Singer) and        
Boomstick (Chad James). They have 3 seasons, and it         
has more than 57 episodes. Watchmojo.com did a Top         
10 about their channel. The top two episodes were Son          
Goku vs Superman 1 & 2, and Deadpool vs Deathstroke          
which was placed in 2nd. The next two episodes will be           
explaining who won and how. 

Son Goku vs Superman ended with Superman burning        
Goku’s brain into a crisp in a fight. Even though they           
could have been evenly matched, Goku was       
overconfident. This lead to his demise, and Superman        
won. I asked a Bret Harte student about what they          
thought about the fight. Milvia, an 8th grader, stated         
that “Goku would win because Superman can lose his         
powers and Goku can summon his powers.” A user on          
Thetoptens.com stated that, “Probably the most      
entertaining Death Battle of the series. People who are         
saying that the fight would have been different if it was           
night are just trying to give Goku a real edge, when           
there is none aside from his speed.” In my opinion, Goku           
could have had a chance if he wasn’t so overconfident.  

Deadpool vs Deathstroke ended with suspected       
answer, this I will tell you at the end. Although the fight            
was destructive, Deadpool made his “4th wall”       
appearance. They explain the origins of the deadly        
Deathstroke and the Merc with a Mouth. Michael, a         
distant friend of mine, said this about the battle,         
“Deathstroke could have won by stealing Deadpool’s       
sword and stabbing him with it.” A user on         
Thetopten.com stated that, “With fast paced action, and        
Raw computer 3D animation, this fight has it all. It even           
has big time comedy.” I believe that they were right to           
make Deadpool win because he can unpredict       
Taskmaster and is annoying.  

Death Battles has a new series called DBX where there          
are no rules. Otherwise, their battles may be terrible on          
graphics. But the battles are well analyzed because of         

this, and it has lead to it becoming one of the most            
popular Screwattack shows. Their newest video, Scout       
vs Tracer, will end in a suspected surprise. If you          
enjoyed reading this article, then watch Death Battles        
on Youtube on your TV, Smartphone, or any gaming         
console.  

 

Iron Man’s and Captain America’s reaction to “Deadpool”   

Photo Credit: joyreactor.com 

 

 

The battle between Deadpool and Deathstroke       

Photo Credit: messikei.deviantart.com  
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What Does Bret Harte Think 
About Social Media? 
By: Naomi Hartog 

  
Do you use social media? Many people at Bret Harte          
have a social media, if not two or more different          
accounts. Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, Youtube,     
Facebook, Musically, and Vine, are a few examples of         
popular social medias. I also know people who have not          
had the best experiences with social media sites, and         
dislike the many problems involved with them. If you         
read on, I will have interviewed two different students         
here at Bret Harte about their own personal opinions on          
the subject.  

The first person I conducted an interview with was a          
7th grader named Syniah Pahn. When I asked Syniah if          
she thought that people spend too much time on social          
medias, she replied, “I feel like it all depends on the           
person. I may spend too much time online in general,          
but for a good reason, such as to prevent loneliness.          
Yeah cliche, but it’s true, escaping reality to a         
community of people who understand you, is       
comforting.” In some ways I think that she is right,          
again, “It all depends on the person.” The second person          
I interviewed was another 7th grader, Asia San. I asked          
her if she thought social media changed how she lived          
her daily life, she replied, “Yes it has. I used to go            
outside more, but now if I get bored I resort to my            
phone, which also means that I go on social media. If I            
don’t, there is a large gap of time where I have an urge             
to go on my accounts. Once I give in, I contact people,            
and post whatever I am doing at that moment.” At least           
to me, nowadays we are too dependent on our personal          
devices. Although it’s not necessarily a bad thing. For         
example, both people I have interviewed believe that,        
social media can help you in many different ways.  

One pro about social media is that it can help you talk,            
and connect with others. According to Top Ten Social         
Media, “70% of adults have used social media sites to          
connect with relatives, and teens have reported making        
new friendships on different websites.” In my opinion,        
this is very convenient. For example if you had just          
moved out of the area of where you had to leave all of             
your friends, you could pick up where you left off with           
your friends on your account. Thanks to social media         

you wouldn’t lose friendships, even if you moved your         
location.  

Although social media is not all happiness and        
rainbows, there is a darker side to social media too.          
Cyberbullying is a big part of these communications.        
Cyberbullying is basically when people use electronics       
to pick on someone. Fundforcivility.org Believes that,       
“Each person’s response to being bullied is unique.”        
Although, in some cases it can make a big impact on           
someone's life. According to Fundforcivility.org, some      
results of cyberbullying could be, “Sadness, missing       
school, or even health issues.” The list goes on and on.           
To me, since I have thankfully not been cyber bullied, I           
have not had an experience with the subject. Another         
site I have referred to is Lifehack.org. They began to talk           
about social media, and how it can be very time          
consuming. Unlike Syniah, they believed that, “There are        
so many different sites and you don’t know how to use           
them, Therefore you have to figure out how to use them,           
which eats up your time.” So social media is not always           
helpful, it can also be problematic.  

To conclude, there is no fact that says whether or not           
social media is good, bad, or even in between. It all           
comes down to what you think. Speaking to Syniah and          
Asia made me question what the most popular opinion         
is on what Bret Harte middle school thinks about social          
media. I was surprised that it seems that it’s about 50%           
of the people say that social media is good, and the           
other half believes that it is not. It’s comforting,         
addicting, time consuming, life changing, and      
informative. So what’s your opinion?    

 

Photo Credit: chasingbetter.com 
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Should Kevin Durant Have 
Moved to The Warriors? 
By: Miles Bond  

The NBA world was rocked on July 4th as free agent           
Kevin Durant decided to join MVP Stephen Curry on the          
Warriors. This move is interesting as the Warriors        
already won 73 games, a new record, and now they          
have another MVP! I believe that the main reasons that          
Kevin Durant moved to the warriors was because he         
wanted an NBA championship and a new start. 

In an interview a few years ago, Durant stated that, “I            
was the second-best player in high school, I was the          
second pick in the draft. I’ve been second in the MVP           
voting three times. I came in second in the Finals. I’m           
tired of being second. I’m not going to settle for that. I’m            
done with it.”This shows how by wanting to be first, he           
is moving to a team that has gotten to the finals 2 years             
in a row.  

Durant has spent his entire career in Oklahoma, and         
after fellow teammate Serge Ibaka had left, all that was          
left was Westbrook. Not everyone agrees that it was a          
good move.I asked Sherwin, an 8th grader at Bret Harte,          
what his feelings were about Kevin Durant moving. He         
replied, “I think that the warriors will be OP         
(overpowered).”I asked Svein, another 8th grader at       
Bret Harte the same question and he replied, “I think          
that it was a bad move because the warriors were good           
last year and they might be too good this year.” I think            
that people are worried that the warriors will face no          
adversity and win the championship. I think that the         
warriors will be very good but, teams like the Spurs,          
Cavaliers, and Thunder will still give them a challenge. 

Kevin Durant moved 1,665 miles from a team that was          
great to one that could win it all. Whether you like the            
move or not, Durant has found a new start and the           
warriors are looking very strong. The warriors may win         
the next 5 championships, or not even win one, but          
whatever happens, it’ll be fun to watch! 

 

Kevin Durant: Number 35 

Photo Credit: bleacherreport.net  

 

Kevin Durant and The Warriors 

Photo Credit: theinsidedrop.com  

 

Kevin Durant holding a basketball 

Photo Credit: slamonline.com  
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Superbowl 51 Predictions 
By: Samuel Desta 

We all know that a lot of people love football, and it was             
a hateful year last year for a lot of teams. This year there             
are a lot of teams who stepped up their game through           
the off season. There are also a lot of teams who want to             
make it to this Super Bowl. In Oakland, a lot of fans want             
the Raiders to do good this season because in the past           
they weren’t so great. This will be a tough season this           
year and any two teams can make it. 

I think that the Oakland Raiders and the Green Bay          
Packers will face off in the Super Bowl. Usatoday.com         
shares my opinion, that,”The Oakland Raiders (10-6)”       
and “The Green Bay Packers (12-4)”. I agree with these          
predictions 100%, because the raiders offense has       
really improved this year. They have a lot of young          
stars, and they're only getting better. Also, the Green         
Bay packers still have talented players like Aaron        
Rodgers and Clay Matthews. They too are getting into         
the new season great.  

I asked some other people how they feel. My main          
question that I asked them was what two teams they          
think will make it to the Super Bowl, Julian, an 8th           
grader at Bret Harte replied that,”I think that the         
Oakland Raiders and the San Francisco 49ers will make         
it to the SuperBowl.” I also asked Ms.Wong, a math          
teacher here at Bret Harte and she said that,”I agree that           
the San Francisco 49ers and the Oakland Raiders will be          
going to the Super Bowl.”  

Some people may not agree with me about my Super          
Bowl prediction, but only two teams can make it and          
only one can win it. So we will see if Raiders, 49ers, or             
Packers will make it to this year's Super Bowl or not.           
This year's Super Bowl will be great! So go grab some           
chicken strips and Kool-Aid, and sit down and watch         
some Football! 

 

  

Will The Cleveland 
Cavaliers Win Another 
Championship? 
By: Kemari Lewis 

 

How many championships do you think the Cleveland        
Cavaliers are going to win with Lebron James and Kyrie          
Irving? I don’t think they will win even one         
championship and there are 7 reasons for this. The Blatt          
firing, in conjunction with the lack of depth in Cleveland,          
may confirm speculation that James is the player-coach        
and general manager of the Cavaliers. Last season James         
blurted out, “I don’t pay no bills around here,” and then           
offered up support for Blatt. Although James is not         
physically writing checks, finance professor LeRoy      
Brooks estimated $500 million in annual stimulus to the         
Cleveland economy due to the “LeBron Effect.  

It didn't list reasons why the Cleveland Cavaliers won't         
win a championship. One reason Lebron and the        
Cavaliers will not win again is because their biggest         
rival is the Golden State Warriors and they have Kevin          
Durant and Andre Iguodala to go up against Lebron         
James. I don't think Lebron will win another        
championship because he has already reached his NBA        
goal in the NBA against the Warriors. Plus, there were          
shots that lebron shot and regets 

According to Mr. Foreman, ¨The Cleveland Cavaliers will        
win one more championship. And say Lebron James will         
average 27 point per game and Kyrie Irving will         
average 22.” Mr. Foreman also says that the Cavaliers         
won’t break the record of 73-9 because they don’t have          
a lot of firepower like the Warriors do. According to          
Coach B, The Cleveland Cavaliers will not win one more          
championship because Lebron won't be playing as hard        
as he was last season.” Coach B also says Kyrie Irving           
will average 24 and Lebron James will get 20. According          
to Coach B, the Cavaliers may break the record of 73-9           
because the way Kyrie Irving, and Lebron James will         
play.  
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Kaepernick Sitting National 
Anthem 
By Malcolm Hatch 

Colin Kaepernick has made headline news when he sat         
down during the national anthem. I found interest in         
this situation because it was, in my opinion, very         
powerful. The exploding reaction from U.S. citizens was        
everywhere. Some people felt that it was a good thing,          
while others lost their minds. Colin Kaepernick has        
stated that he did it for african-americans and other         
minority races in America. He refuses to stand for a flag           
that represents a country who has been known to         
oppress anyone that isn’t white.  

Conservative journalist, Tomi Lahren went on a rant        
about the whole situation. According to NFL.com,       
Kaepernick stated that, “I am not going to stand up to           
show pride in a flag for a country that oppresses black           
people and people of color.” There was a mix of feelings           
based on what he said. Many individuals went on racist          
rants on social media, going as far as to buy his jerseys            
to burn them. Some liked his intentions, but still         
thought it was disrespectful to the people who have         
fought for this country. Some, of course, loved        
everything about it. I personally am one of those people.          
Obama has even spoke on it. According to        
Nbcbayarea.com, Obama stated that, “He’s exercising      
his constitutional right.” I’m glad that the president and         
so many others are applauding and praising Colin for         
what he did.  

According to Foxsports.com, “Now other athletes are       
kneeling during the national anthem, including Brandon       
Marshall and Marcus Peters, the latter deciding to raise         
a fist instead kneeling stating that, ‘I was just stating          
how I’m black and I love being black. I’m supporting          
Colin in what he’s doing as far as raising awareness with           
the justice system.”’ 

Kaepernick has also stated, according to nfl.com that,        
“There are bodies in the street and people getting paid          
leave and getting away with murder.” I have my own          
fair share of opinions about these subjects, but I wanted          
to hear some other opinions as well so I interviewed a           
few people here at Bret Harte. I first interviewed         
Havana Rooke, an 8th grader at Bret Harte who told me           
that, “I think that he is allowed to use his freedom of            
speech for what he believes in,” . I fully agree with her            

in that he was using his right of freedom speech, and he            
should be fully able to do what he did. I talked to            
another student, Meisha Butcher, also an 8th grader at         
Bret Harte. I asked her what she thought about the          
racial slurs being thrown at Colin. “I don't think racism          
is gone in America,” she started, “I think they want to           
protect kids by not telling them these things and what          
really happens in America.” I never really thought about         
it like that. We don’t expose things to children, children          
who as soon as they’re born are seeing less than, less           
mature, and not able to “understand.” Havana and        
Meisha were very fun to interview, and had lots of          
insight about this situation.  

I think that this is a very important time in history.           
Trump running for president and all the things he says,          
to Beyonce and other celebrities speaking out on        
minority issues, to the many African-American athletes       
taking their stand on what they believe in. We need          
more people like Colin right now. In conclusion, I give          
two thumbs up to Colin and the other athletes and          
celebrities who are taking a stand, by sitting out to          
protest these world wide problems. 

 

Colin Kaepernick (right) kneeling while people sing the        
National Anthem. 

Photo Credit : bleacherreport.com 
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New Discovery in the 
Anthropology World? 
By Michaela Dunstan 

In sixth grade, almost everyone learns about the        
hominids.The beings from which we evolved from. All of         
that took place so long ago that you would think that           
everything would have been discovered by now, right?        
Wrong. According to a recent discovery by the        
university of Texas, Lucy the famous skeleton of the         
hominid Australopithecus Afarensis, died when she fell       
from a tree onto the ground. Closer study to the bones           
revealed fractures similar to those found in a child's         
bones after they fall from a tree, or any other similar           
structure. Although this would be an amazing       
breakthrough, there is some uncertainty in the       
anthropology community. 

According to Allen Lonnberg, A retired college       
professor, the anthropology community can be slightly       
competitive, and with only so many fossils, before long         
people are going to start grasping at straws. Lucy is 3.2           
million years old. That amount of time can do a lot to            
bones. So of course the skeleton is cracked. The         
question is, do the cracks mean anything? Continued on         
page 15 

Who Was Bret Harte? 
By Alleah Donahue  

So many of us at Bret Harte Middle School know Bret           
Harte as a building, our school. Although we never stop          
to ask ourselves why. Why is our middle school named          
Bret Harte? Who is this person, and what’s so special          
about them that they get a school named after them? Is           
this Bret Harte even a person? Well, yes. Bret Harte was           
a person. A famous author to be precise. 

Francis Bret Harte was born August 25, 1836. If he was           
still alive, he would be 180 years old. Francis died at the            
age of 65 on May 5, 1902, because of Laryngeal Cancer.           
Although these are just some boring facts, what we         
really want to know is how this man became so          
important that he had so many schools named after         
him. I chose to first ask ten different Bret Harte students           
a yes or no question; do they know who Bret Harte was,            
and why our school is named after him? Only 2 out of            
the 10 students I asked knew that Bret Harte was an           
author, and none of the students knew why our school          

is named after him. So again we may ask, who was Bret            
Harte, and what did he do? Yes, Bret Harte was a           
well-known author, but according to Wikipedia, Harte       
was also a miner, teacher messenger, and journalist. He         
was also often compared to Mark Twain and Jack         
London. According to Britannica.com, “Harte’s family      
settled in New York City and Brooklyn in 1845. His          
education was spotty and irregular, but he inherited a         
love of books and managed to get some verses         
published at age 11.” What this means is that even          
though Harte’s education was not the best, he still         
adopted a love of books. He even got around to          
publishing some verses he wrote at just the age 11.          
Harte grew up in Albany NY. American Literature states         
that “Bret Harte moved to California in 1853”. Continued         
on page 15 

  

 

Francis Bret Harte 

Photo Credit: en.wikipedia.org 
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New Discovery in the 
Anthropology World? 
By Michaela Dunstan 

(Continued from page 14) The Cable News Network        
quotes professor John W. Kappelman as stating, “What        
we're proposing here is the first hypothesis that's out         
there about how she died, and we've had her for 42           
years now. I am not aware that anyone else has ever           
[done that]." Kappelman is one of the leaders on the          
new study on Lucy, and believes that this is a major           
discovery. Because of Australopithecus Afarensis bone      
structure, scientists know that Lucy's species climbed       
trees, so it would make sense if she fell out of one and             
died. Even though this discovery is still in consideration,         
if it’s real, would it affect modern knowledge? I think it           
doesn't because this particular discovery doesn't      
confirm, or deny, any current knowledge.  

The Journalism teacher at Bret Harte, Ms. Smith (who         
studied anthropology in college), believes that, “such an        
important finding would have been discovered much       
earlier since Lucy was discovered over 42 years ago.”         
What do you think? Was a major discovery just made, or           
was everything just over speculated? Will we ever find         
out? You can never know. 

Who Was Bret Harte? 
By: Alleah Donahue 

(Continued from page 14) But what about the Bret         
Harte teachers? Do they know who Bret Harte is, and          
what made him famous enough to have a (couple)         
schools named after him? Mr. Zellman, a math teacher         
at Bret Harte Middle school does know who Bret Harte          
was. He replied, “ Bret Harte was an author who lived in            
the 1800’s and traveled across the United States. There         
are actually a whole lot of schools named after him,          
although I don’t know why our school was named after          
him, it was probably because he was a famous author.”          
Mr. Fitz, a newcomer teacher who also works at Bret          
Harte Middle school knew who Bret Harte was too. He          
replied, “Bret Harte was an author and a newspaper         
man, he was a contemporary of Mark Twain. There’s         
actually even a town in the Sierras named Twain Harte          
after the both of them.” So people do know who Bret           
Harte was.  

According to Wikipedia, Bret Harte has 12 schools        
named after him. Bret Harte wrote. He was compared to          
Mark Twain and Jack London, he even has a town          
named after him and Mark Twain. So what were some          
famous books that Bret Harte wrote? Well, he wrote a          
lot. One of his most well-known pieces was The Luck of           
Roaring Camp (1868), another one was The Outcasts of         
Poker Flat (1902) So next time you’re in the library,          
look for his name. 

 
Lucy; the first woman. 

Photo Credit: www.independent.co.uk 

 

Twain Harte, a town named after Mark Twain and Bret          

Harte. 

Photo Credit: twainhartecc.com 
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High School 
By: Hana-Dee Alizeid 

High school: the peak of a teenagers life. In high school           
you’ll have many experiences when in it, but how do          
you survive it? I decided to get some answers from my           
23 year-old brother, Adib Zeid. I asked him what were          
two things he enjoyed about high school, and two things          
that he disliked about it. He said that "One thing I liked            
about high school is that it was small, so it was not            
crowded. Another thing I liked is that I got to go to            
different schools to play sports. One thing that I         
disliked, was that the counselors weren’t that good, and         
there weren’t any programs to help you in life.”I         
decided to ask him about cliques, and he said “I never           
understood cliques because it was very limiting, but        
most cliques are good, although some are bad. I just          
don’t like the idea.” I asked what he would’ve changed if           
he went back in time. “I would focus 100% on school           
because now I realize that focusing would have helped         
me have a better future. The teachers would’ve shown         
potential, and I would have graduated college by now.” 

His favorite subject was history, and his favorite year         
was senior year. He is proud “...that I didn’t do what           
everyone else did, like drugs, drinking, etc. I wasn’t         
being a follower.” 

Based on his experience, I think high school might be          
harmful to people because it is mostly about cliques and          
trying to fit in. But there are good experiences about it           
as well. You need to overcome this by showing your          
individualism. Be careful of the choices that you make,         
and always do your best! 

He♥rt Bret Harte  
By: Alyssa Street 

Hey, do you want to help out our school and possibly           
receive an awesome prize? The Heart Bret Harte        
fundraiser is currently happening right now at Bret        
Harte! Heart Bret Harte is a fundraiser that supports all          
of the students here by raising money for school         
activities, field trips, events, and many other fun        
projects and activities. All of the donations go straight         
towards helping us have a better school experience. You         
can donate any amount of money for a chance to be           
entered in a raffle and help out our school! 

 

For a chance to be entered in the three raffles, you need            
to return your form and donation by Friday, October 21.          
Every week you return your Heart Bret Harte, you are          
entered in the following week’s raffle. Some of our         
amazing raffle prizes that you could win are a new          
chromebook, Bobcat swag, and gift cards/certificates.      
Also, the grade with the most participation will earn a          
free dress day! Please help us by donating to Heart Bret           
Harte, and earn a chance to have some pretty cool prize! 

 
The Bret Harte logo 

Photo Credit: Google.com 

 

Lockers in a high school 

Photo Credit: msecnd.net 
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Back to School 
By: Marnie Cavanaugh 

Hot days with your friends and family, going out to the           
movies, amusement parks, and taking trips. Summer is a         
time both teachers and students look forward to all year          
long. It is a time to relax and slow down from the daily             
hustle and bustle of school days. From when that last          
school bell rings, to the morning of the first day of           
school you’re free of any work, tests, and the stress          
school can bring you. And then BANG!!! You are trapped          
in classrooms for 8  

hours a day, you come home and are stuck with doing           
homework. No more long restful days, no more binge         
watching your favorite TV shows, and no more        
completely stressless days. It is a big change for         
everyone,. Your parents, teachers, and most of all you.         
You are now a grade older, have a year more of           
expectations you have to meet, and a whole lot more          
work. I asked a few students about their transition into          
the school year and one of their answers really stood          
out to me. Milo Nichols, now a 6th grader at Bret Harte,            
stated that, “It was a really hard transition. I had to keep            
track of 7 classes and I have a lot more work, but it’s             
getting easier as I’m getting more into the school year.”          
As he said, keep going and things will get easier. You’ll           
get everything under control after a few weeks, even if          
school is a challenge in the beginning.  

As an eighth grader I have gone from summer to school           
many times, and I have to tell you, I have learned a lot             
about how to keep your cool and get through this time           
as fast as humanly possible. Work is one of the big gifts            
school brings you. It starts flying at you the minute you           
walk into your first period class, and continues till the          
bell rings at 3:30. One thing you should never do is           
procrastinate this work. Do it in the time allotted to          
complete it, and if I were you, I would complete it           
earlier. You will have to get back in the routine of doing            
this work but why not start off the year doing it?           
Continued on page 18 

Baking, the Inside Scoop 
By: Tessa Lee 

Baking is alchemy. It’s strange to think about how a          
bunch of random ingredients put together can make a         

delicious cake, cookies, bread, or any other delicious        
food. Put in the flour, water, salt, baking soda and          
thanks to science, you get an amazing treat. I don’t          
know how this happens, but it does. I can’t imagine my           
life without delicious desserts to eat, can you? 

However, baking is said to be very hard. I asked a baker            
named Maria Fraser what was hard about baking. She         
informed me that if you are a baker, you have to “work            
your feet for eight hours or more at a fast pace,” and            
that you are “constantly lifting and carrying heavy        
objects,” sometimes even 50 lbs or more. When I was          
done interviewing her, I also asked another baker, Elsie         
Lee this same question. She replied, “Baking is a big          
strain on the body. What’s hard for me is how people           
are so critical.”  

Mrs. Fraser also said that “Not just strength but         
endurance is needed for repetitive tasks that require a         
lot of arm, wrist and shoulder strength, like kneading         
dough, forming loaves of bread by hand, using large         
heavy rolling pins, and using a sheeter (A machine that          
helps roll out dough to a consistent thickness) to make a           
croissant or danish.”. Mrs. Fraser also said that you         
“Have to wake up super early … 3am or earlier.” If you            
want to be a baker, you definitely have to be a morning            
person. Continued on page 18 

 
Photo Credit: media-allrecipes.com 
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Back to School Continued 
By: Marnie Cavanaugh  

(Continued from page 17) I asked Ronan Cavanaugh, a         
6th grader at Bret Harte, how he got back into his           
routine after his summer. He responded simply, “I        
practiced my math facts and read more than I do during           
the summer.” Like he said, it’s great to practice some          
key skills during this transition to get back into the          
routine of school. 

Some other tricks that may be useful to get work done           
efficiently and start the school year off smoothly can         
include starting any homework right after school, not        
making plans with friends till your school needs are         
meet, and making schedules. Letting your teachers       
know about any concerns you may have is also a great           
idea. They will be happy to help you, and you should           
never be afraid to ask.  

If stress is an issue for you during this summer to school            
transition, calming down over the weekends and doing        
something you love is a great way to start a new school            
year. Letting yourself have a break during stressful        
projects and or assignments can also be a life changer.          
Mayoclinic.org states that, “Virtually any form of       
physical activity can act as a stress reliever.” This means          
getting outside and away from your work is a great idea.           
Another stress reliever can be sleep and a healthy diet.          
Skillsyouneed.com states that, “Making sure you get       
sufficient and quality sleep, eating healthier, and       
avoiding excessive caffeine will help you      
live a more stress free life.” Stress can be a big problem,            
but with the right tools you can make it through those           
hard times. 

 

Baking, the Inside Scoop 
Continued 
By: Tessa Lee 

(Continued from page 17) But even though it seems         
hard, bakers do this for a living. They wake up super           
early, are on their feet for hours, kneading bread and          
serving customers. Then they go home, go to bed, and          
do it all again in the morning. They can’t stop because           
they love it. It’s like Jalen Bailey (owner of the online           

site, Jalen’s Bakery) who says that “My secret recipe is:          
Made with love!”  

But can baking actually make you happier? John Whaite,         
last year’s winner of the Great British Bake Off, and has           
manic depression (a bipolar disease) says that, “When        
I’m in the kitchen measuring the amount of sugar, flour,          
or butter I need for a recipe, or cracking the exact           
number of eggs - I am in control. That's really important           
as a key element of my condition, is a feeling of no            
control." When I asked Mrs. Lee about how she feels          
about this she said “Great! That’s great! I can see how           
that would occur.”  

Overall, baking seems like an enjoyable, but very hard         
(and delicious) pastime. You get to make yummy food,         
and then eat it. It might actually be able to help people            
who are bipolar, which is also amazing! I’m not a baker           
myself, (although I like to watch baking shows), but I          
hope you liked these facts about baking. Next time         
you're in the kitchen, try baking something! Maybe        
you’ll even become a baker one day, you never know!  

 

 
Photo Credit: parenttoolkit.com  
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“My parents said they would kill me! What should I do?”  
____Help-xoxo____ 

If your parents have physically harmed you in the past and you think they are 
serious, you should seek out help in an adult you trust. If you think they are 

kidding, you shouldn’t make a big deal of it. Lots of people use that phrase 
without really meaning it. 

 

“My parents are mean. What should I do?” 
___Gang___Gang 

Try to figure out why they are being mean. Try to communicate with them to 
understand what you should do better or change. 

 

“I like someone but I am not sure if I should date them or not. 
What should I do?” 

Mycoolness29 

To be honest middle school relationships rarely work out. So just be prepared to 
end it in a couple days. I mean, it’s not like you’ll be marrying this person. Or 

will you? 
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Can you find all of the halloween words? 

 

 

Comic by: Kayla Millheim 
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